
a big programme with everything in it. other things may also happen if you hang around.

all events take place downstairs at the forest café, 3 bristo place. unless it says otherwise.

monday 8th tuesday 9th wednesday 10th thursday 11th friday 12th saturday 13th

12.30 – 1.30 lunchtime readings:
Andrew Blair & 
James Anderson / 
Mairi Campbell-Jack

lunchtime readings:
Michael Egan /
Tracey  S. Rosenberg

lunchtime readings:
Alec Beattie / 
Sophia Walker

lunchtime readings:
Lynsey May / 
Matt Macdonald

lunchtime readings:
Graham Eccles / 
Rachel McCrum

lunchtime readings:
Rebecca Grieg / 
David Manderson

relaxed sessions with performers from all over the place. two performances each session. goes well with tea.

3.00 – 4.30 lost in the forest duality: a showcase the tiara gynaelogues i am not a poet:
film screenings

arguments and 
nosebleeds

i am not a poet:
film screenings

sinful tales and 
performances by 
Morag Edward & guests

stories from edinburgh's 
short fiction and 
illustration publication

what happens when fairy 
tale princesses grow up? 
And then go to the 
gynaecologist?

text meets film meets 
performance: special 
screenings from unique 
film-makers

a craic squad of 
performance poets 
tackles life’s major issues 
pausing only for laughter 
or medical emergencies.

text meets film meets 
performance: special 
screenings from unique 
film-makers

7.00 – 10.00 Tickle's 
mixed doubles slam

Pete the Temp vs 
climate change /
Open Mic with Zorras

lover's walk / 
the howling trinity

the tiara gynaelogues 
/ Open Mic with 
Harry Baker 

a knife fight in a 
telephone box: salt vs 
the rest of the world

cargo: a showcase

mixed pairs of top 
performance poets battle 
it out in tennis whites for 
our opening night 
exhibition slam.

poetry meets powerpoint 
meets physical comedy in 
a show from this award-
winning performer. 
followed by the famed 
inky fingers open mic
so you can take the stage 
yourself, with a feature 
set from multimedia 
performance trio Zorras.

two extraordinary 
international 
multimedia shows. 
Dance/video/multilingua
l wonders. Siri Embla 
and Gus Simonovic give 
us lover's walk; Sergio 
Garau, Daan Doesborgh 
and Ana Reis bring the 
howling trinity.

see above left. followed 
by the famed 
inky fingers open mic
so you can take the stage 
yourself, with a feature 
set from Hammer & 
Tongue Slam Champion 
Harry Baker

three poets from salt 
publishing pit their wits 
against all-comers in a 
bizarre poetry 
competition, with a 
trampoline. Feat. Andrew 
Philip, Rob A Mackenzie, 
Alexander Hutchison, 
Helen Ivory, Helena 
Nelson, & Martin Figura.

authors from scotland's 
innovative independent 
press, plus an array of 
tasty music and a final 
chance to take part in the 
inky fingers open mic 

other stuff. all week: i am not a 
poet screen room

tuesday 11am-9pm:
flashfictionmob

all week: imagesand 
poetry from japan

thursday: they shoot 
writers, don't they?

forest's birthday

take a break and hang 
out in the cave, 
downstairs at forest, 
where we'll be screening 
reels from this amazing 
exhbition 12-7 each day 
of the minifest

pop-up performances 
across the city, from 
supermarkets to parks, 
9am to 9pm. follow 
@InkyFingersEdin to 
find the show.

find this exhibition in 
forest's front room, 
featuring exquisite words 
and photographs by 
Jenni Yau.

an all-day writing and 
performance endurance 
marathon. There are 
prizes. Hang around 
Forest to catch it; email 
inkyfingersedinburgh
@gmail.com to take part.

[this space left 
intentionally blank]

a birthday party til 3am, 
and everyone's invited.

see inkyfingersedinburgh.wordpress.com for more details on events and performers. 
follow @InkyFingersEdin on Twitter for surprises.




